British army: 
Welfare concerns at the Army Foundation College, Harrogate

Introduction
30% of the British army’s enlisted intake are aged 16–17. These younger recruits tend to come from deprived areas and are sought in particular for the infantry. This briefing presents evidence for serious concern over their welfare.

The Army Foundation College (AFC)
All recruits aged under 17½ train at AFC, not as ‘cadets’ but as enlisted soldiers subject to military law. AFC is not comparable with a civilian college; the accredited education available to most recruits amounts to less than one day per week at a sub-GCSE level.

During the first six weeks – the most intense phase of training – recruits may not leave AFC without permission or use their mobile phones more than once per day, and have no legal right to leave the army. The army, however, may dismiss them at any time.

Abuse by AFC staff
Between 2014 and 2020, the army recorded 62 formal complaints of violence perpetrated against recruits by AFC instructors, including assault and battery. 13 cases were proven, of which 7 occurred since 2017. A number of perpetrators continued to work at AFC following a finding of wrongdoing.

Parents and former recruits have told CRIN of routine maltreatment at AFC (their testimonies are available in full online). Kevin, whose son joined AFC in 2015, writes:

‘[He] had been bullied [by staff]… talked down to, called [the c-word and the f-word] constantly… I was able to see first-hand… lads who were limping, some with crutches, also being drilled and marched, trying in vain to keep up with the rest of the platoon. My son said that some keeled over and fainted as they marched and stood to attention.’

Charlotte Poad, a mother of a recruit who joined in 2016, writes:

‘My son… came home for a week or two, and… I realised all was not well at Harrogate. I overheard several conversations with his fellow recruits discussing “bathroom beatings” and “things going too far”… [W]e know that staff bullied and abused the young recruits, as well as encouraging fighting amongst peers… He is a completely different person since his time at Harrogate. He has attempted suicide and his mental health is permanently damaged.’

Alison Blackwell, a mother of a recruit who joined in 2016, writes:

‘[My son…] told me he was hit, slapped, pushed, kicked and verbally abused by staff… He knew the training would be tough but this was abuse and the staff were power crazy… He told me all staff knew what was going on but turned a blind eye. [He] started drinking heavily and was very withdrawn… he rang me to tell me he was handing in his letter to leave. He told me his request was ripped up in his face. He was only 17 years old [with a legal right to leave the army] and devastated at not being able to leave… My son died last year while still serving in the army.’

Joe Turton, who joined AFC in 2013 aged 16, writes:

‘One corporal is ok, all the rest are cold and uncaring, or worse. If you ask for help, it’s “Piss off, you,” or “Shut the f*** up.” There’s no sign they know how to work with 16-year-old children recruited into the army. They didn’t have to touch you to abuse you. [One] time, they announce a tattoo check. We’re ordered to strip to our underwear… then to pull up our pants so they can see everything but our genitals. The corporal walks down the line… and he tells me, as I’m almost naked, what he thinks of my body… He just makes fun of my body in front of the entire platoon. It breaks my heart that Ofsted has graded the place ‘outstanding’ for welfare… The truth is that the friends I met in that place were broken by it. It gave them PTSD, and me as well. Harrogate is dangerous but a recruit can’t just say that to a visitor - it’s too risky’
Sexual violence
In 2021 alone, Service Police opened nine investigations into sexual offences against 22 recruits at AFC. In one case the suspects were three members of AFC staff.

Girls in the armed forces are twice as likely as civilian girls of the same age to report a sexual assault or rape to the police. In 2021, more than one in ten girls aged under 18 across the armed forces were victims of a sexual offence, according to MoD records of police investigations; girls were ten times as likely as adult female personnel to be the victim of a sexual offence.

Welfare inspections
Ofsted inspects AFC for its welfare arrangements only, not for the education it provides; the inspection framework for civilian colleges does not apply. Despite AFC’s long record of alleged abuse by its staff, Ofsted awarded an Outstanding grade for welfare in 2018. Although CRIN told Ofsted in 2020 about multiple allegations of abuse, inspectors regraded AFC Outstanding in 2021 without mentioning them.

Since 2007, an Independent Advisory Panel has reported annually on recruit welfare at AFC. Prior to 2021, none of its reports mentioned the army’s record of alleged and proven maltreatment by staff.

Access to remedy: the Service Complaints and Service Justice systems
Avenues for redress in the armed forces have been widely criticised for long delays, failures of process and of outcome, and low confidence in the system. In their annual reports to Parliament, the Service Complaints Ombudsperson has yet to appraise the system they oversee as ‘efficient, effective and fair’. Although the 2018 Lyons Review recommended that serious offences, including child abuse, should always be referred to civilian police, the Government continues to resist this.

Only two prosecutions for abuse at AFC are in the public domain. In 2021, a former instructor was convicted of assaulting recruits. In 2018, the trial of 17 AFC instructors charged with abusing recruits collapsed due to mishandling by the Service Police; among the allegations were that instructors had kicked and punched recruits, held their heads underwater, and pushed sheep dung into their mouths.

Long-term impact on mental health
The army describes the initial period of training as ‘intense’. Routine use of stressors, such as the interruption of sleep and privacy and the use of humiliation to induce conformity, add to the psychological load. Compared with adults, adolescent children, particularly those with an adverse childhood background, are more susceptible to prolonged stress of this kind.

Recent research by Glasgow University assessed long-term mental health outcomes of child recruits to the armed forces. While the study found little difference among those who joined up more than 25 years ago, those enlisted since then have had between two and three times the odds of long-term PTSD compared to same-age civilians from similar social backgrounds. Research by King’s College has also found that, since 2003, veterans who were recruited aged 16–17½ have had ‘twice the odds of alcohol misuse and twice the odds of reporting episodes of lifetime self-harm’ as those recruited at older ages.

Since 2002, soldiers under 20 have been 31% more likely than same-age civilians to end their lives.

Conclusion
In all actions concerning children aged under 18, the government has a duty to make their ‘best interests’ a ‘primary consideration’, and to take all feasible measures to safeguard them from maltreatment. Military enlistment from age 16, which imposes binding legal obligations on recruits, and military training, which leads to an elevated risk to mental health, are unambiguously incompatible with these duties. Multiple formal complaints of violence against recruits by instructors at the Army Foundation College, and an elevated risk of sexual violence to recruits aged under 18 (especially girls), indicate that armed forces training is unsafe for the age group.
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Figure I
UK armed forces: Relative risk of PTSD in veterans who joined under age 17.5, compared with civilians matched for age and socio-economic status, by decade of birth
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Figure II
UK armed forces: Relative risk of mental health problems in veterans who joined under age 17.5, compared with those joining at older ages, (commencing adult service between 2003 and 2013)
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Figure III
UK armed forces: Complaints of rape and sexual assault made to Service Police by girls aged under 18, with civilian comparison for the same age group, rate by year (2015-2021)
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